
It becomes difficult to walk if people are 
submerged above knee-level.

5.0m or higher

3.0m -
 less than 5.0m

0.5m - 
less than 3.0m

Less than 0.5m

5.0ｍ

3.0ｍ

0.5ｍ

Submersion up to eaves of second floor

Submersion up to floor of second floor

Submersion up to an adult’s knees

Inundation depth guide

Evacuation destination name Travel time Notes 
(Precautions on the travel route, etc. )

Minutes

Minutes

Minutes

Minutes

Target Area for Evacuation 
Information Issuance

Check sheet for creating “My Timeline”
  Fill out the following check sheet before creating your “My Timeline”.
  Also refer to your “My Disaster Prevention Map” for each “check” item.

check1. Check the risk of your home!  [For details, see P6 to 52]

check2. Check the required evacuation measures!

check3. Check the situation of your household!

□Yes⇒See check2

□Yes⇒See check2

□Yes⇒See check2

□No

□No

□No

①Are there any family members (elderly/disabled, infants, etc.) who need help in case of evacuation?

□No □Yes⇒Know the time required to evacuate and accelerate the timing of evacuation.

②Is there anyone who needs daily medications?

□No □Yes⇒When evacuating, don't forget to bring emergency bags.

③Do you have a car?

□No □Yes⇒Decide beforehand if you need to move your car.

check4. Check the timing of evacuation!  [For details, see P58 to 63]

check5. Check the evacuation destination!  [For details, see P64 to 67]

When will you start evacuation?

□If there are people who need help in evacuation

□If there is no hindrance in travel

*Evacuation at Alert level 5 is dangerous. Always evacuate when Alert level 4 or below is issued.

⇒Start evacuation when Alert level 3 is issued

⇒Start evacuation when Alert level 4 is issued

①Decide the evacuation destination.
Evacuate to a destination where the risk of inundation is low. In addition to the 
evacuation shelters established by Ibaraki City, decide as many evacuation 
shelters as possible, such as homes of relatives and acquaintances, in advance.

②Consider a safe route to the evacuation destination.
Avoid dangerous areas (underground passages, etc.) that may be inundated or 
channels where there is a risk of falling, and consider as safe a route as possible.

③Get an idea of the time required to travel.
Once you have decided the route to the evacuation destination, actually walk or 
measure the distance on the map to get a rough idea of the travel time.
(*Time to walk 500 m ... Adults: Approximately 6 to 8 minutes, Elderly: Approximately 10 minutes)□You live in the following areas that require early evacuation.

・You live in a flood risk area such as house collapse and 
landslide danger zones.
・You live in a place which is lower than the expected 

inundation depth.
・You live in an area with long inundation duration.

Ensure indoor safety
Rather than evacuation, 
ensure safety indoors and 
try to collect information.
If you want to consider 
evacuation, see check3

Evacuate to evacuation 
shelters, relatives or 
acquaintances' homes, 
etc.
To check3

Evacuation shelter Relatives or 
acquaintances' homes, etc.

Your home Your home

If the answer to all of these are "No", 
evacuation, etc., is not specifically 
required under the current 
predictions. However, if you live in 
an area that is at a lower altitude 
than that of the surrounding area or 
near a cliff, evacuate as necessary 
by referring to the evacuation 
information issued by Ibaraki City.

⇒

If Ai River, etc., overflows  

If Nyoze River overflows

If Yodo River overflows

If sewage, etc., overflows

[For details, see P14 to 32]

[For details, see P38 to 39]

[For details, see P42 to 50]

[For details, see P36]

from         m or more to less than         m

from         m or more to less than         m

from         m or more to less than         m

from         m or more to less than         m

Which evacuation measures do you need to take?

□You live in a building where you can evacuate to a place 
located higher than the 
expected depth of 
inundation and you are 
prepared such as with 
stockpiled food for the 
event of a disaster.

*Depending on the situation, evacuation by car can be dangerous.

Is the place where you live

①Within the expected frood areas with 
     conditions such as collapsing houses?

②within the landslide danger zone?

③within the inundation risk area?

What is the depth of inundation?

⇒

⇒
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Ibaraki City Flood and Landslide Hazard MapStep3. Let’s prepare “My Disaster Map” and “My Timeline”!


